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About This Game

Grottesco Absurdus is a bright transference crossover, absurd and chaotic. A vibrant mixture of childhood fantasies and fears
becomes an unpredictable story.

It's a fair deal! Join us!

Grottesco Absurdus is a surreal story, consisting of fun mini-games in different genres.

Top-down shooter.

Side-scrolling shooter.

Quest.

Puzzle.

2D hardcore platformer.

Casual.

Arcade.
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Would you like to know what is waiting for you here? Your adventure is going to be fun and one of a kind!

More than 7 game worlds.

Dozens of various heroes.

Different game techniques and visual styles.

Pixel and hand-drawn animation.

Simple mouse control, easy for any age.

Authentic music ranged from 8-bit compositions to blues guitar parts.

Including original soundtrack.

Grottesco Absurdus is the perfect cure for boredom and depression for the best price!
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grottesco absurdus

This game is interesting - Like any Gibbing type of game, in its current state it WILL lose its fun value. Things need to be added
in order to keep it fun - Such as Sharing and Creation type of aspect to the game - As soon as you unlock everything and Play
around for a bit, Then its just the same thing over and over.

However i will say that for the $5CDN that this costs, You will definatly get your moneys worth, Its fun while it lasts, and you
will definatly get a few hours of play time out of it. I Recommend this game, but i hope that they add a bunch of things in the
future to keep it interesting,

If you are still unsure and would like to see what the game is like - https://youtu.be/vl8T29k4CQQ Here is a Video, I
recommend you watch a video, doesn't have to be mine, but Even if you go to youtube and look for one. Do That before you
buy.. Mouse control works. However, specified keyboard control (WASD) is not possible. The arrow keys for character
movement are recognized, but unfortunately the keys "E" (use) and "R" (reload) are not accessible. Probably the developer
brought some more bugs into the game with his last update. Game is returned!

Maussteurung funktioniert. Angegebene Tastatursteuerung (WASD) ist jedoch nicht m\u00f6glich. Zwar werden die Pfeiltasten
zur Charakterbewegung erkannt, aber leider sind dadurch die Tasten "E" (benutzen) und "R" (Nachladen) nicht erreichbar.
Wahrscheinlich hat der Entwickler mit seinem letztem Update einige weitere Bugs ins Spiel gebracht. Spiel wird
zur\u00fcckgegeben!. Coffee and rock'n'roll! Childhood and Sega. Very fun and challenging game. It's nice to play yourself and
with a friend. Beautiful graphics and great music, it's nice to spend time in the game.. Good game, shows alot of promise! :D.
insert negative review here]. aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa. I'm gonna give it a simple review as it is a simple game.

Is it fun? - Yes, for the first 15 minutes.
Does It Worth any money? - No, not a penny.

If this game was F2P I may have give a thumbs up but considering it is not...
It is the kind of game you would find on newground or miniclip for free...
Don't bother spending money on this, you'll regret it.
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This Game Has One Big Noticable Problem With It, Controllers Being More Useful Than Any Other Controls. The Devs
Should Make It To Where Both Keyboard And Controllers Are Equal. Other Than that it's A Great Game!

Edit: A Few Things Were Removed After More Play Testing Aginst A Few Different People.
And I Have Changed It To A Postive Review!. A good friend of mine recommended this game to me, so I checked it out.

This game best reminds me of Mega Man X8 on the PS2(PlayStation 2). Both playable characters in this game are a unique mix
of all 3 main characters in Mega Man X8 (X, Zero, and Axl). With Axl's 360 degree firing ability, Zero's ability to double jump,
and X's ability to upgrade himself.

The game can be challenging at times, but it's never so difficult that it seems impossible to complete.

There are a lot of hidden items and secrets to find and a few alternate routs.

I used an Xbox Once controller with this game with no problems since it had a pre-setup profile for the controller built into the
game right from the start.

Overall I've found this game to be a great game, and a good example of how to do a Mega Man X game right!

If your a fan of the Mega Man X series, or just a fan of the Mega Man franchise in general, then you can't go wrong with
picking this one up. And that's my 2 cents.. i play it for the music cant wate for more playings a bit chalinging you mis move
around with keys while aiming with mouse. Neat Idea still in alpha, Hope all the bugs get fixed. Combat and gather should be 2
sep. buttons: when in battle you will get errors about the tree is not old like you are trying to gather. I can not recommend the
game in its current state.. It's like if Trent Reznor kept on making game soundtracks. THAT'S how good it is. Don't judge this
game from 2D videos, it has to be experienced in VR - and the game was made especially for VR, not for 2D (although it works
in 2D too). Note that the PS4 VR (PSVR) version of Polybius is performing at 120 fps - that means you can easily crank up
super sampling to for example 2.0 using Oculus Tray Tool, because Polybius still performs at 90 fps on the Rift (at least on my
GTX 1080, but I think same thing should work flawlessly on a GTX 1060). High levels of super sampling provide increased
sharpness and depth, and advantages of increased depth are not to be underestimated in Polybius due to the game's blazing
speed.
When starting the game in SteamVR you get a warning that this game runs outside of SteamVR and that you're now leaving
SteamVR - that was awesome, and therefore you need to use for example Oculus Tray Tool to control super sampling instead of
SteamVR.

Personally I probably wouldn't object if someone argued that Polybius is the Rift Game of the Year 2018. - Polybius is pure VR
art.

The music in Polybius is beyond awesome, easily worth $30 on it's own: let's just pretend you get the game for free while paying
for the music ;-)

Polybius is simply Jeff Minter's masterpiece. I think Polybius and Minotaur Arcade Volume 1 are like having the old ZX
Spectrum game developers set completely free. It's nearly 40 years since Minter made his first game, experiencing Polybius and
Gridrunner in VR is - perhaps - like seeing dreams come true.. 100% Asset Flip from the Unity Store with absolutely no effort
put into making it more complete or better in any way. Feels unfinished, feels barebones, because that's exactly what it is, just a
foundation for a game being sold "as is" flipped into a game here by the lazy and corrupt developer RewindApp.

Here's the source of what this developer just purchased on Unity, changed the name of, and is selling as a complete game: 
https:\/\/assetstore.unity.com\/packages\/templates\/packs\/apocalypse-survival-complete-project-117998

My First Play Impressions Video:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=gHQ3WMW1wrk

I can't tell you how to spend your money, but please don't support asset flippers like RewindApp who do NO WORK themselves
and just flip other peoples work here for a quick profit.
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